What does

purple
think of

red

blue

orange

green

yellow

Aggression is
dangerous for the
group. Disturbing
the balance

Values system
over the group.
Mechanical. Does
not see nature
and mankind

Abuse dangerous
for the group.
Ruins social
coherence and
nature for self
interest

Focus on
individual
dangerous for
the group. Longwinded where
silence says more

Too rational.
Blasphemous,
denies the divine.
Wants to analyse
everything

Strange, seems
from a different
world

Cowardly. Hides
behind rules.
Naive. Does not
see he/she is
being used

Unreliably, simply
drops out of selfinterest

Cowardly,
avoids every
confrontation.
Understanding
attitude is
patronizing

Avoids
confrontation
through words.
Muddied and
unpractical with
all that theory

Strange, cowardly.
Does not stand up
for himself

Unreliable and
selfish. Always
focused and
guided by own
goal

Disorganised.
Tries to avoid duty
through words.
Naive about
system abuse

Chaotic. Sees a
problem in every
solution. Does not
finish anything

Strange, is not
attached to any
system

Unrealistic and
soft. Denies
inequality. Slow,
due to too much
consultation

Creative and
smart. Theoretical
and complicating.
Does not
undertake action

Strange,
invisible, by not
positioning.
Forgets selfinterest

Non-committing.
Untouched
by personal
emotions.Does
not conform

Strange. Is social,
but does not
attach to group or
individual

purple

Normal (safe)

turquoise

red
think of

Childish. Hides
behind the group

Normal

blue
think of

Magical. Works
according to a
primitive order

Aggressive.
Breaks the rules
for direct
self-interest

Normal

orange
think of

Living in the past.
Aimless, this
will not get you
anywhere

Fast decision
maker. Shortsighted. Too
impulsive. Not
constructive

Reliable but
rigid. Does not
understand
goals. Slow. Easily
manipulated

Normal

green
think of

Narrow-minded.
Too much focus
on own group

Scary,
unpredictable.
Egocentric. Ruins
atmosphere and
good relations

Impersonal.
Values rules
over people and
relationships

Opportunistic and
abussive. Get’s
results, at any
price. Arrogant

Normal

yellow
think of

Ignorant. Wants
to believe instead
of analysing and
understanding.
Living in the past

Thoughless.
Chooses
confrotation
without content.
Does not see
complexity

Obstructive from
fear of making
mistakes. Wants
order instead of
solutions

Handy, without
depth. Uses
knowledge only
instrumentally

Kind, but fearful
and interfering.
Not open to feedback or criticism.
Creating taboos

Normal

Intriguing. Little
concentrated.
Cannot explain
concepts.

turquoise
think of

Fearful. Original
but ignorant.
Connected to
nature

Obsessed with
respect and
pecking order.

Gloomy, too
much focused on
security

consumerist,
vain and
egocentric

Small-minded
because of
ideology and
equality dogma

Too mental.
Unrealistic
expectations
of ideas and
technology.

Normal

